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Abstract 

The study compares performances of numerical finite element (FEM) analyses of simply supported concrete slabs 
reinforced by BFRP bars (basalt fibre reinforced polymer) exposed to close-range (1 m distance) explosions. 
A sensitivity study of slab deflection and reinforcement strain on various shapes of TNT charges is conducted. 
Smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method is used to model the geometry of the TNT charges (variously 
rotated cylinders, cubes and spheres), detonation and interaction with the concrete slab, which is modelled by 
Lagrangian mesh. Karagozian and Case (K&C) nonlinear material model is used for concrete slabs exposed to 
high-velocity impact load. Finite element analyses have been conducted in explicit solvers suitable for high strain 
rates. The results of numerical simulations are compared with physical experiment data obtained from the scientific 
literature. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Many structures are required to retain their structural resistance while exposed to extreme load, e.g. aeroplane 
crash into the shell of a nuclear reactor, as modelled by Králik [1]. Water dams and bridge pylons might be exposed 
to crash of heavy traffic. Both the military defence structures, and all key infrastructure (bridges, dams, and plants) 
are often required to withstand the impacts of conventional weapon projectiles, or high-velocity pressure blast 
waves after explosions of conventional weapons, natural gas or other chemical products. Advanced tools 
of modern calculation technology [2] offer feasible numerical modelling and analysis of these high-velocity impact 
phenomena. Utilizing advanced numerical simulations, the design of structures might be optimized in order 
to improve the structural resistance, decreasing the number of physical experiments and the overall cost of the 
optimization process. Several approaches to modelling the blast load are available. 

The blast wave effects might be considered as a time-dependent pressure load which is applied on the exposed 
surface of the structure modelled by a Lagrangian mesh of finite elements. The time dependency of pressure load 
is derived from empirical equations [3], [4] based on numerous experimental data. Input parameter values are 
available in the literature [5]. This simplified approach is referred to under “load blast enhanced”, abbreviation 
“LBE” in LS-Dyna [2] explicit solver, where it is implemented for commercial use. 

In cases where the simplified approach does not offer the required features, such as the interference of several 
blast pressure waves from more epicentres, or analysis of more complex structural geometries, it is possible to use 
more advanced methods which enable model the propagation of the pressure waves in the surrounding 
environment (air, water) itself. An example of such a method is the “Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian” (ALE) 
method, where the exposed structure is modelled by Lagrangian mesh, and the surrounding domain by multi-
material ALE mesh (MMALE) [2]. This method is more robust but has significantly larger requirements for CPU 
time. Additional inputs are required to be defined, such as the equation of state (EOS) [6] parameters for explosive 
material and surrounding air, and the material parameters for the explosive itself [7], [8]. 

If the blast epicentre is at a larger distance from the exposed structure, it is possible to combine these two 
approaches (LBE and ALE) to decrease computational demands. In this combined method, the ALE mesh of the 
air domain is modelled only in the closest structure surrounding it. The exterior surface of this air domain which 
faces the blast epicentre is modelled by special ambient elements [2]. These are loaded by the empirical pressure-
time functions (LBE). Based on the load pressure data, these ambient elements determine the thermodynamic state 
data for the subsequent ALE air domain. The particle velocity and density are determined by Rankine-Hugoniot 
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relations [9]. This combined method allows to analyse geometrically more complex surfaces exposed to pressure 
wave impact while decreasing computational time avoiding modelling the propagation of the pressure wave 
through the whole distance between the blast epicentre and the exposed surface of the structure. These methods 
are compared in several studies, e.g. by Tabatabaei et al. [10], or Slavik [11]. 

The explosive detonation might be modelled using the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method. SPH 
was presented independently by Monaghan [12] and Lucy [13]. Even though the SPH method was originally 
introduced for astrophysical phenomena simulation, it has been already used in numerous different engineering 
tasks, e.g. in high-velocity impacts simulations by Libersky [14], exposure of rock and soil to blast pressure by 
Pramanik [15] and Chen [16]. Air blasts using the SPH method have been modelled by Schwer et al. [17] and 
Trajkovski [18] who also compared the performance with previously mentioned methods. 

The material behaviour of concrete is different under various velocities of the load. Material parameters are 
often expressed in dependence on strain rates (change of strain in time). Higher concrete tensile and compressive 
strengths have been observed for larger strain rates [19]. Exposure of concrete structures to blast loading has been 
studied e.g. by Tai et al. [20], Zhao and Chen [21], [22], Thiagarajan et al. [23] and Dubec, et al. [24]. The 
behaviour of concrete under high-strain rates caused by high-velocity impact loads is still the object of continuous 
research. 

This study presents numerical finite element (FEM) analyses of physical experiments recently published 
by Gao et al. [25], who studied the sea-water and sea-sand concrete slabs reinforced by basalt fibre-reinforced 
polymer (BFRP) exposed to close-range TNT blasts, and compared the performance with ordinary concrete BFRP 
slabs. In this paper, the analyses of ordinary concrete BFRP slabs are presented and discussed. Karagozian and 
Case (K&C) [26], a material model for a concrete slab is used, which is suitable when high strain rates are involved. 
The strain rate dependencies of concrete tensile and compressive strengths are defined in accordance with research 
by Malvar et al. [19]. Reinforcement strain rate effects are neglected, as in this case it appeared not to be applicable 
(explained further in the paper). If applicable, the reinforcement strain rate effects might be estimated based on 
the review by Malvar et al. [27] who summarizes the static and dynamic properties of steel bars. 

 The objective of this study is to compare the performances of various initial shapes of TNT explosives 
in numerical analysis using the SPH method and to conduct a basic sensitivity study. For all the analysed cases, 
the total mass of the explosive is the same, 0.4 kg in the 1 m stand-off distance above the exposed concrete slab 
mid-span. Various shapes of the TNT explosives are analysed: variously declined cylinders, cubes, and spheres. 
All the other assumptions (material parameters, time step size, mesh size) remain invariant. The results are 
compared with the experimental data [25], simplified approach analysis (LBE) and discussed. The paper provides 
additional know-how for the numerical analyses of structures exposed to high-velocity blast loads. 

Experiments and a physical model 

The physical experiments are described in detail by Gao et al. [25]. In the presented research study, the ordinary 
(plain) concrete slab noted by Gao et al. as BRPS1 [25] was numerically analysed. The average compressive 
strength of concrete class C40 was 49.34 MPa, based on tests of 6 cubes (150 mm) cured for 28 days at room 
temperature [25]. The tensile strength (at static strain rates) of the concrete was considered as 3 MPa, and Poisson’s 
ratio was 0.2. Concrete slab dimensions were 50 mm in height (thickness), 500 mm in width and 1,100 mm in 
length. The slab was reinforced by BFRP bars Ø 6 mm in both directions in a regular grid with a span of 100 mm. 
Bars were located at the bottom surface with 10 mm of concrete cover, hence the effective depth of the slab was 
37 mm. The physical tests of the BFRP reinforcement bars [25] have resulted in the average tensile strength of 
1.53 GPa (Fig. 1 (a), based on [25], [28]) and the Young’s elastic modulus of 57.68 GPa. 

 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 1 (a) Tensile tests of the BFRP bars, Gao, Feng et al. [25],[28]; (b), (c) Experiment set-up. 
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The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 1 (b)). The concrete slab of a 1 m structural span was simply 
supported on a steel frame and secured by the frame from the top side to avoid the post-blast uplift at both edges. 
The TNT charge was located in the stand-off distance of 1 m above the mid-span of the slab. In this research, the 
variant with 0.4 kg of TNT was analysed (also 0.8 kg and 2.0 kg were tested by Gao et al. [25]). Before casting 
the concrete slab, a strain gauge was installed directly on the BFRP bar in the mid-span. Air pressure sensors were 
located on the top surface of the slab, and one free-field air pressure sensor was at 3 m distance from the charge 
(Fig. 1 (b), (c)). 

2 NUMERICAL ANALYSES 

Smoothed-Particle Hydrodynamics Method – SPH 

This method is a mesh-free (Lagrangian) solver, originally developed for hydrodynamics. The governing equations 
of fluid dynamics in the form of partial differential equations were determined by interpolation from the particles. 
Discretized formulation derivation of the SPH method was divided into two steps. 

The first step is called kernel approximation, equations (1) and (2). The arbitrary function and its gradient were 
introduced in dependence on smoothing length h and smoothing kernel function W (adopted as cubic B-spline [2]): 
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In the second step, using equations (3) and (4), which was termed as particle approximation, the integral forms of 
the function and the function gradient were approximated by the summarization of the nearest particle values: 
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where mj and ρj are mass and density respectively. Wij = W (xi − xj,h). 
For the explosive TNT material, the Jones Wilkins Lee (JWL) Equation of State (EOS) was used [6], where the 
pressure was defined as a function of the internal energy per volume E, and relative volume V, as in equation (5): 

� � � �1 �  
!�"# $%&'( ) * �1 �  
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"  (5) 

where EOS parameters A, B, R1, R2, ω and also TNT material parameters such as Chapman-Jouguet Pressure (PCJ), 
detonation velocity, density and internal energy per reference volume E0 [2] were defined in accordance with [7], 
[8]. 

Simplified Blast Model – LBE method 

The simplified approach is also known as “load blast enhanced” (LBE) in LS-Dyna [2]. The effects of the blast 
pressure wave were considered a time-dependent surface pressure load. This load was determined by the blast 
loading empirical function, equation (6), defined by Randers-Pehrson and Bannister [3]: 

��.� � �/�.� 012+ 3 ) �4�.��1 ) 012+ 3 – 2012 3� (6) 

where θ is the angle of incidence, Ps(t) and Pr(t) [Pa] are time-dependent incident (free-air) and reflected 
overpressures respectively. Both pressures were defined in accordance with the Friedlander equation [4]. For the 
case of free-air overpressure Ps(t) this equation was defined by equation (7) as: 
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where Pso is the peak incident (free-air) overpressure, in Pascals, b, is waveform decay coefficient [-], and to is the 
duration of the positive phase [s] (afterwards the overpressure wave, there is a wave of lower pressure). These 
parameters were determined based on scaled distance Z, equation (8), introduced by Hopkinson [29] and Cranz 
[30]: 

 

< � !

�/> (8) 

where W, in kilograms, is the equivalent mass of TNT, and R, in meters, is the distance from the blast epicentre. 
Values of these parameters in SI units might be obtained from the JRC technical report [5]. The analysed case of 
0.4 kg of TNT in the 1 m stand-off distance resulted in a scaled distance of 1.357 m·kg−1/3, and the contact time of 
the blast wave with the structure surface ta was expected to be approximately 700 μs. 

Experimental reference time-pressure data depicted in Fig. 2 (a)) were based on a study by Gao et al. [25]. 
Position of the sensor A is in the mid-span right beneath the TNT charge and sensor B is at the slab edge 
(Fig. 1 (b)). The experimental time-pressure curves were a rather nice match with the empirical estimations 
(equations (1), (2)), and the values of the pressure impulses i, in Pa·s, obtained by integration of these pressure-
time curves approximately corresponded (280 ≈ 256 for sensor A; 270 ≈ 214 for sensor B, what is considered as 
a nice match). 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2 (a) Pressure-time experimental references and empirical estimations; (b) Estimation of the pressure 
impulse based on empirical approach – symmetric 1/4 of the slab. 

Karagozian and Case (K&C) – Nonlinear Material Model for Concrete 

K&C material model [26] is suitable for numerical analysis of concrete structures exposed to high strain rates. The 
first release of the material model is dated to the year 1994 [31]. In the second release, some additional aspects as 
shear dilation were implemented [32]. The third release [33] has introduced automatic parameter generation based 
on uniaxial compressive strength (used in this study). The dependence on finite element mesh geometry due to 
strain-softening of the K&C was reduced in 2010 [34]. More details are available in the K&C report [35] which 
describes the use and validation of this material model. 
The K&C model is a constitutive model defined by three invariants using three shear failure surfaces: initial, 
maximal and residual. These surfaces are mutually independent, and the general definition is mathematically 
described by equation (9) as: 

?��@� � AB� ) @
A�� ) A+�@ (9) 

where y, m and r are substituted for index i to describe the initial yield strength surface, maximum shear failure 
surface and residual failure surface respectively. Values of the parameters ACD (j = 0,1,2; i = y, m, r) are required to 
be calibrated based on experimental data. Pressure @ [Pa] is dependent on the first invariant of stress tensor E1, 
described by the equation (10) as: 

@ � � E�
3  (10) 

The resultant failure surface was interpolated between the maximal and initial (defined by equation (11)) or 
between the maximal and residual (as in equation (12)) failure surface based on provided formulas: 
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where E1 is the first invariant of the stress tensor, G2 and G3 are the second and the third invariants of the deviatoric 
stress tensor. K express modified effective plastic strain, J(K) is a function of internal damage dependent on K, with 
values: J(0) = 0, J(K�) = 1, J(K > K�) = 0. This means, that the failure surface begins at the initial yield strength 
surface, and reaches the maximum shear surface as K is increasing to K�. Afterwards, the failure surface decreases 
to the residual surface for further increasing K up to the value of K�ax. The relations between K, K�ax and J(K) are 
calibrated based on experimental data. H(G3) is a scaling factor in the form of an equation by William Warnke [36], 
which expresses the dependence on G3 in a way that the transition between brittle and ductile (under higher 
confinement) response is well described. 

Strain Rates Material Dependency 

The material strength parameters increased rapidly under high strain rates XY. During the exposure to blast loads 
strain rates were in the range from 10 to 1000 s−1, and the increase was about 100% for concrete compressive 
strength, and 600% for the concrete tensile strength [19]. The effect of strain rate on concrete parameters is 
expressed by dynamic increase factors DIF, noted TDIF for tensile strength increase and CDIF for the compressive 
strength increase, and the dependence on the strain rate XY [19] is expressed in the equations (13) to (16): 
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where fc, in Pascal, is compressive strength at the dynamic strain rate XY in the range from 3·10−5 to 300 s−1, fcs, in 
Pascal, is compressive strength at the static loading strain rate csε& = 3·10−5 s−1, and the relation is determined by 

parameters δ, β and concrete cubic strength fcu. Analogically for tension, ft, in Pascal, is tensile strength at the 
dynamic strain rate XY in the range from 1·10−6 to 300 s−1, fts, in Pascal, is tensile strength at static loading strain 
rate tsε& = 1·10−6 s−1, and α γ parameters are involved. 

For reinforcing material (BFRP bars), the increase in yield strength at higher strain rates was not considered, 
due to the fact that the maximal strain experimentally detected in a bar was 1.5% [25], which corresponds to stress 
of 865 MPa (E = 57.68 GPa), smaller than the tensile strength of 1.53 GPa with a brittle failure (Fig. 1 (a)), so 
there is no need to incorporate the dynamic increase factors for the BFRP bars. The material model in the numerical 
analyses was considered bilinear, with negligible hardening (linear elastic, ideal plastic), with a yield stress of 
1.53 GPa. The strains are monitored carefully that are below 2.65%, which is the limit value at the tensile strength. 

Finite Element Numerical Models 

The geometry of the numerical finite element model is depicted in Fig. 3. The concrete slab was modelled by 
hexahedral 8 nodal solid elements with 3 translational degrees of freedom per each node (Fig. 3 (a)). The concrete 
solid elements were 10 mm cubes near the line supports at the edges. In the ¼ of structural span, the mesh of 
concrete solid elements was refined into rectangular prisms of 10 × 5× 5 mm (The element size of 10 mm along 
the width was kept). This mesh geometry was considered for all the analyses where the explosive was modelled 
by the SPH. One analysis for verification where the blast load was modelled by the simplified approach (LBE) 
used half the mesh size in all the 3 directions, hence cubes of 5 mm edge at the sides, and prisms of 
5 × 2.5 × 2.5 mm in the mid-span. These mesh sizes were further noted as 10 × 5 and 5 × 2.5 respectively. In all 
the cases, the solid elements with constant stress formulation and hourglass control were used. 
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Boundary conditions (deformation constraints) were applied to a layer of contact material elements (linear 
elastic steel). Linear elastic concrete material was defined for solid elements near these contact areas (Fig. 3 (a)). 
These boundary conditions were applied also from the upper surface of the concrete slab in order to simulate the 
supports of the steel frame (Fig. 1 (b)). 

The reinforcing bars were modelled by Hughes-Liu formulation beam elements with cross-section integration 
[2]. This option is more robust, and suitable also for plastic materials, but demands more CPU time than 
formulation by Belytschko-Schwer, which is suitable only for linear materials [2] (and should be sufficient 
enough). However, the processing of the beam elements took always only below 0.7% of total CPU time, for the 
calculations including the SPH presented in this study, hence the simpler formulation would speed up the 
calculation only negligibly. The reinforcement mesh size was the same as the refined mesh in the mid-span of the 
slab (hence 5 mm for all the analyses using the SPH, and 2.5 mm for one case of the simplified LBE approach). 
Axial strain history was monitored in the middle of the longitudinal reinforcing bar on a beam element from the 
mid-span. 

In addition to concrete slab discretization by Lagrangian mesh, the TNT explosive was also required to be 
discretized if modelled by the SPH particles (nodes). These nodes were required to be aligned in a regular cubic 
nodal grid, which was considered 1 mm for all the analysed cases (Fig. 3 (b)). Radial grids of SPH nodes were not 
suitable [2], as these would result in different distances of the neighbouring nodes. The exact dimensions of the 
0.4 kg TNT block, as referred to by Gao et al. [25] was unknown to the authors of this study – even though 
it appears to be in either cubic or rectangular prism shape (Fig. 1 (c)). 

The main objective of this study was to compare the influence of various shapes of the TNT explosive on the 
structural performance of the exposed concrete slab. For all the cases, the total mass of the TNT explosive was the 
same, 0.4 kg. The stand-off distance measured from the top surface of the exposed slab to the centre of gravity of 
the TNT explosive (no matter the shape) was 1 m for all the analysed cases. An example of a TNT explosive block 
in the shape of a cylinder (0.1 m height), which is vertically aligned (the axis of the cylinder is parallel to the 
normal of the upper surface of the slab) is depicted in Fig. 3 (b). Based on the TNT density, which was considered 
as 1,650 kg·m–3 [7], [8], the diameter of the cylinder was derived. The masses of all the SPH nodes of certain cases 
were the same and were derived from the total number of SPH nodes and the total weight of the TNT charge 
(0.4 kg). For some cases of TNT explosive shape, two variants of the blast epicentre were considered – either 
in the centre of gravity of the explosive volume (noted as #mid) or in the uppermost point of the explosive volume 
(noted as #up). If there were more uppermost points for a certain shape, the one in the middle was used. An 
example of the cylindrical shape of an explosive is depicted in Fig. 3 (b). 

All the analysed cases of explosive shapes are summarized in the Tab. 1 of the next chapter. Several rotations 
of the explosive volumes in the space were also considered, for cylindrical, cubical and spherical shapes, as the 
nodal grid within the sphere might be rotated (Fig. 4). These rotations are defined by two angles, αx and αy, which 
are deviations of the vertical axis of the explosive volume (the one parallel with z axis of the global coordinate 
system) towards x and y directions of the global coordinate system respectively. An example is depicted for the 
case of cylindrical explosives in Fig. 3 (c). Note: the vertically aligned cylinder (such as in Fig. 3 (b)) was 
considered with rotations αx = αy = 0°. 

 

 
 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 3 Final element model: (a) detail of the concrete slab; (b) example of the cylindrical shape of the TNT 
explosive modelled by the SPH (vertically aligned); (c) possible rotations of the explosive shape. 
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Fig. 4 Different shapes and rotations of TNT explosive volumes modelled by the SPH particles. 

3 ANALYSES RESULTS 

   

 

(a) Cyl. 100 #mid, αx0, αy90 (b) Cube #mid, αx0, αy0 (c) Sphere #mid, αx0, αy0 (d) Scale 

Fig. 5 Resultant velocities of the SPH particles at time 500 μs after detonation, front and bottom views. 

All the numerical analyses were calculated using Intel Xeon E5 1620 0 (Sandy Bridge-EP) 3.6 GHz, with a total 
number of 4 CPUs, using 4 SMP threads. The analysed cases are summarized in Tab. 1. The name of each case 
contains information about the TNT explosive shape (cylindrical, cubical, spherical), followed by the position of 
the initial detonation epicentre (#top or #mid), and the rotation of the explosive shape SPH grid, angles αx, αy as 
described in the previous chapter. The cases noted as “LBE” use the simplified blast method for the verification, 
and the 10 × 5 or 5 × 2.5 denotes the mesh density, as described in the previous chapter in detail. 

The time step scale factor (tssfact) which decreases the default time step of the explicit analysis [2] was set as 
0.2 for all the SPH analyses, and 0.9 for the LBE analyses. Hence, the time steps were 6.13·10−8 s for the SPH 
analyses, and 2.76·10−7 s, 2.3·10−7 s for the LBE calculations (default time step is dependent on the mesh size, with 
finer step for the finer mesh). The second column of Tab. 1 informs about the actual physical calculation time, the 
mass of a single SPH node is denoted in the 3rd column, and the total SPH node number in the 4th. In some cases, 
e.g. if the time step is not fine enough with respect to the mesh density, penetration of SPH particles through the 
exposed slab might occur – as noted in the last column (see also Fig. 5 for insight, what is subjectively considered 
as “small penetration” by the authors of this study). If the time step is not sufficiently small, larger penetration 
might occur, as described in our previous, not yet published, research. 

The results of all the analysed cases, mid-span displacement and reinforcement strain in time are depicted 
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively, and provide insight into the sensitivity study of these variables on the explosive 
charge shape and orientation in the space. 
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Tab. 1 Summary of analysed cases. 

Case 
Physical calculation 

time [h:m:s] 

Mass of 1 SPH 

node [kg] 

SPH 

number 

SPH 

penetration 

LBE 5 × 2.5 04:34:15 – – – 
LBE 10 × 5 00:34:19 – – – 

Cyl. 100 #mid, αx0, αy0 06:16:30 1.6145·10−6 247,753 small 
Cyl. 100 #mid, αx0, αy90 05:12:36 1.6145·10−6 247,753 small 

Cyl. 100 #top, αx0, αy90 05:38:36 1.6145·10−6 247,753 small 

Cyl. 100 #mid, αx90, αy0 05:34:49 1.6145·10−6 247,753 small 

Cyl. 100 #mid, αx45, αy45 05:08:43 1.6145·10−6 247,753 none 

Cube #mid, αx0, αy0 05:32:22 1.5259·10−6 262,144 small 

Cube #top, αx0, αy0 05:09:21 1.5259·10−6 262,144 small 

Cube #mid, αx45, αy0 05:08:23 1.5259·10−6 262,144 very small 

Cube #mid, αx0, αy45 05:19:48 1.5259·10−6 262,144 none 

Sphere #mid, αx0, αy0 04:53:11 1.6101·10−6 248,439 very small 

Sphere #top, αx0, αy0 05:02:40 1.6101·10−6 248,439 very small 

Sphere #mid, αx45, αy0 04:58:16 1.6101·10−6 248,439 very small 

Sphere #mid, αx0, αy45 05:17:03 1.6101·10−6 248,439 very small 

 

 
(a) Cylindrical TNT 

charges 
(b) Cubical TNT charges (c) Spherical TNT charges (d) Legend 

Fig. 6 Sensitivity of the mid-span displacement in time on various charge shapes: reference data vs. analyses. 

 

 
(a) Cylindrical TNT 

charges 
(b) Cubical TNT charges (c) Spherical TNT charges (d) Legend 

Fig. 7 Sensitivity of the reinforcement strain in time on various charge shapes: reference data vs. analyses. 
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4 DISCUSSION 

With respect to the previous not yet published research study, a sufficiently small time step during the explicit 
analysis was selected, which was 6.13·10−8 s for all the SPH analyses. This was achieved by setting the time step 
factor to 0.2 (for the considered geometry, material parameters and mesh density of the analysed structure). This 
time step resulted usually in very small penetration of the SPH particles through the exposed structure (Fig. 5, 
Tab. 1). 

Significant dependence of the monitored variables on the shape and position of the explosive was observed: 
mid-span deflection in Fig. 6), and the axial reinforcement strain in the mid-span in Fig. 7. The smallest sensitivity 
of these variables was in the case of the various sphere rotations (Fig. 6 (c) and Fig. 7 (c)), which was expected, 
as the sphere explosive SPH grid was symmetric along the infinite axes in the macro-scale, but the discretization 
into regular cubical SPH grid (Fig. 4) introduced un-symmetry on the detailed scale. 

Overall, considering the rather significant scatter of the monitored data, the results of the numerical analyses 
are in nice match with the experimental data, the initial slope of the strain, so-called strain rate, is approximately 
the same for all the analysed cases (Fig. 7). The best match in the maximal reinforcement strain between analysis 
and experiment is observed in case of the cubical SPH charge (Fig. 7 (b)), or cases of the simplified blast model 
LBE. Analogical conclusion might be done with the mid-span displacements (Fig. 6). Note: the case of a cylinder 
rotated αx = αy = 45° (Cyl. 100 #mid, αx45, αy45) results in almost zero displacement and strain, as this rotation 
of the explosive volume directed almost all the SPH particles in trajectory to avoid contact with the exposed slab. 

Basic sensitivity study is presented in this paper. More detailed study which considers various uncertainties of 
the model is presented by Hušek et al. [37] which considers different geometry and loading conditions of the 
exposed structure. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented the numerical finite element analyses of a simply supported concrete slab with basalt fibre-
reinforced polymer (BFRP) exposed to high-velocity pressure from close-range TNT detonation. Two approaches 
to the blast load modelling were used, simplified LBE for the verification, and the smoothed particle 
hydrodynamics method SPH. The main objective of this study was to investigate the influence of the explosive 
shape and its rotation on the monitored results of the mid-span displacement and reinforcement strain of the 
exposed slab. A basic sensitivity study of these monitored outputs on the explosive charge’s initial shape and 
rotation (defined by two angles in 3D) was conducted. Variously rotated cylinders, cubes and spheres were 
analysed. 

The performances of all the model cases were graphically compared with each other and the experimental data 
was based on the research of fellow scientists (Gao et al. [25]). Overall good matches have been achieved. 

As the input parameters of this sensitivity study are shapes and rotations of the explosive charge, the results 
might be applicable to the structure of any material (steel, wood, polymer). Significant dependency on these input 
parameters has been observed, with the best match for either cubical explosive, or certainly rotated cylinder. 
Further research into this topic will be conducted. 
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